ISRT Meeting Minutes 11/4/2021 1800 – 1837 MST

Present:
Michael Santistevan
Rendi Kelly
Trevor Ward
Tim Masters
Wendy Mickelsen
Breezy Bird
Candice Moore

Meeting minutes:
Rad tech week pizza assignments are finalized. Monday Rendi Is headed to CSI. Tamara has not reached
out to anyone about specifics. Tim will put place the order to be delivered at noon for pizza. Pizza will be
delivered. Napkins, drinks, and utensils won’t be needed from Rendi, as everything will be delivered.
Tim’s personal cell number was given to Rendi for any pizza-related issues.
Tim has BSU covered. Breezy has Monday and Tuesday covered for ISU. Breezy will order the pizza for
ISU. Lewis Clark and NIC will be done by Zoom with Tim.
Wendy has 3 sonography, one mammo, and four speakers for the general session. Speakers and vendor
donations are still needed for the conference. Saturday morning has a speaker that requires $200-$300
for a speaker fee. There are no objections from the group for this cost.
Wendy asks that anyone speaking should have free entrance to the conference. There was no
opposition from anyone on the call to this proposal. The proposal carried.
Wendy said that Philips and Turnkey will be present with booths at the conference. Trevor has a contact
with c-arms that may be interested in a booth. Trevor will attempt to confirm with this person. ISU has a
confirmed booth.
Rendi asked how much it will cost students to attend. $50 for the two days was confirmed by Tim.
Candice added that it would be best to remind students of the networking benefits to attending
students.
Student leadership academy registration has been extended per Tim. ASRT has ISRT as an entity that
approves students to attend. There is only one nominated student thus far. Candice added that
previously, Katie anonymized about a dozen essays and created a selection committee. Candice sees the
pizza event at colleges as an opportunity to spread word of this nomination process. Tim will monitor
how many additional nominations come in this month.

Delegates to Orlando at the end of June: We need two travelling delegates and two backup delegates.
Trevor volunteered to be a second backup delegate. Mike volunteered to be first backup. Tim will get
the primary names of himself and Rendi, as well as backup names submitted. Tim may need copies of
ARRT and ASRT cards that he will reach out by email to acquire.
Breezy asked how we know which year members paying membership dues are paying for. Late year
memberships should be applied to next year per Tim if they have current membership. Wendy asked
about rad-tech-week time-period sign-ups. Those should be applied to the following year. Rendi added
that for those needing current membership obligations they would sign-up and then renew in January. A
previous membership will help steer the decision whether the new membership dues will be applied to
this or the following year. Reaching out to the new member can be done as was done with Cathy in
previous years in the event there is any ambiguity.
Next meeting will be around the 2nd week of Dec. Tim will send out a meeting invite.

